
TEST (PREPOSITIONS) 

 

Put the correct prepositions. 

 

1. Police believe that the same man is responsible …. three other murders in the area. 

2. She respected him …. his honesty. 

3. Far more people are dependent …..alcohol than we realize.  

4. Mills is responsible ….. a budget of over $5 million.  

5. She always told me exactly what she thought, and I respected her …. that.  

6. Manchester is famous …. its nightlife and …. its football teams.  

7. I'm not satisfied …… the way he cut my hair. 

8. The architecture here is equal ….. any in the world.  

9. Sarah was absolutely indifferent ….. him, and it hurt. 

10. We depend entirely … donations from the public.  

11. Choosing the right bike depends ….what you want to use it for. 

12. Sue's still very angry…..with me for forgetting our anniversary. 

13. 'Please don't be angry ….. me,' she said.  

14. The length of time spent exercising depends ……the sport you are training for. 

15. About 10% of the population is dependent ….. some form of drug.  

16. Alex is very good …. languages. 

17. He is responsible ….. recruiting and training new staff.  

18. Norway's economy is heavily dependent …. natural resources.  

19. We need a central bank that is independent ….. the government.  

20. The airline is legally responsible….. the safety of its passengers.  

21. We were accustomed …. working together. 

22. Chatlines have proved very popular ….. young people. 

23. Helen is always anxious ….. travelling alone. 

24. Neil was more accustomed ….. interrogating people than I was. 

25. He was a bit anxious ….. the safety of the machinery. 

26. The President is very popular …… Jewish voters. 

27. A pint is equal ….. about half a litre. 

28. Smith accused her …. lying. 



29. Her pride ….. her daughter knew no bounds. 

30. There is no direct reference ….. her own childhood in the novel. 

31. a political solution …..the conflict in Northern Ireland 

32. They had great difficulty ….. finding a replacement. 

33. For advice ….. AIDS, phone this free number. 

34. There is no easy cure …. loneliness. 

35. There are no simple solutions …. the problem of overpopulation. 

36. There is still no cure ….. AIDS. 

37. He takes great pride …. his children's achievements. 

38. I have no pity ….. people who lie and get caught. 

39. The article made no reference ….  previous research on the subject. 

40. Can anyone explain the reason …. the delay? 

41. How can you be so excited ….. a stupid computer game? 

42. Maria's starting to get pretty excited ….. the wedding. 

43. There are several difficulties …… this theory. 

44. I felt such pity ….. that you girl sitting alone in the bus station. 

45. He was accused ….. murder. 

46. The children are well cared ……. 

47. He's in hospital, recovering ….. a heart attack. 

48. 'I didn't know what I was doing,' she said, laughing ….. the memory. 

49. I dreamt ….. you last night. 

50. She congratulated me warmly ….. my exam results. 

51. He thanked the nurses who had cared …. him. 

52. I don't approve …. cosmetic surgery. 

53. The project is designed to provide young people ….. work.  

54. Catherine's parents now approve ….. her marriage.  

55. I look forward to hearing ….. you. 

56. I've heard …… a job which would be just right for you. 

57. a mother's love ….. her child 

58. She was never able to express her love ….. Henry. 


